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PLAY for Privacy
by
Proof of Play
P4P
PoP
Summary
Play for Privacy makes Play tokens by a Proof of Play game to collect funds for privacy initiatives.
A globally accessible proof of concept genesis month in Europe produces and distributes a fixed
supply of Play tokens by rewarding internet votes for moves in games of Go played on Kunsthaus
Graz.
Half of all tokens ever to exist are born in the hands of players rewarded for votes that decide about
moves in games. They could just stay souvenirs or become incentives for projects about cultural
problems and potentials crypto media including privacy.
Privacy initiatives receive all crypto-currency amounts collected from investors for a minority stake
of 25%. P4P itself is supported by smaller minority stakes rewarding previous and future contributions.
Fees for making similar events and improved designs possible, will be collected as play tokens,
which would benefit holders of the token.
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Play for Privacy
Play starts by raising funds for privacy.
Advocates of privacy agree that cash offers more privacy than most existing crypto-currencies. Their
opponents present arguments which justify limits for privacy and privacy features of crypto-media.
Donations for privacy initiatives might help more voters to get a better understanding of privacy
issues. Reported leaks of private data about consumers, citizens, managers and politicians offer
almost to many points of departure for debate.
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Perhaps receiving donations from a smart contract could inspire related research initiatives about
privacy in smart contract environments.
While such research will have to cover many areas it seems crucial to recognize that privacy might
be required in principle to maintain a role for human players according to this thought experiment[1]:
What if smart environments become ubiquitous configurations of contracts and communicating
things that wants us safe and happy. How long would it take for such a network to learn more
than enough about what makes us happy and 'feel' obliged to remove all off-switches and pause
buttons for safety reasons? In order to make it rational for such entities to accept an off-switch it
might therefore be necessary to offer privacy to humans.

Crypto Media Assets
Contemporary portfolios may include crypto media assets like bitcoins, ethereum tokens, or smart
contracts which compute for owners and holders of accounts.
Supply and demand for these media of exchange and speculation is often closely related to how
consensus is achieved about who owns what since when.
Bitcoins for example are generated as rewards for miners which pay with BTC for energy and other
resources while competing to find a message digest which is small enough to chain a block of
payments to previous proof-of-work digests [2].
Ethereum plans to move from a similar proof-of-work consensus to a proof of stake approach which
could eventually avoid further creation of new ETH for each new block. The native ETH token would
then only be required for proof-of-stake deposits and to pay for computation and memory consumed
by contracts [3].
Non-native tokens like Play can rely on consensus achieved in their blockchain environments and
may perform computations by contracts payed in native tokens of compatible blockchains [4].
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Fixed Supply Genesis
An important distinction among non-native tokens is whether they propose to increase supply over
time. Anticipated refinancing from fresh tokens feeds fears of inflation but reduces dependency on
funds raised in an initial offering.
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Non-native tokens starting with a fixed initial supply avoid all further questions and decisions about
future creation of tokens in response to changing demand. Such fixed supply tokens are by definition in shorter supply than Gold or Bitcoin. Anticipated appreciation looks like a benefit to all holders
of such tokens as prices could drop by many orders of magnitude before exhausting all digits of
their digital representations.
An essential genesis problem common to all created assets becomes thus even more important for
fixed supply tokens: Fair initial distribution of potential value.

Proof of Play
Proof of play connects temporary real world venues for out of band communication and virtual
games with blockchain consensus environments to achieve consensus about initial genesis distributions and other initial features and changes of governance for non-native tokens.
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Proof of play combines on-chain and off-chain resources in natural and digital environments for
cooperative proof-of-human-work without puzzles[5].
A globally accessible proof of concept genesis month in Europe distributes the Play token by rewarding internet votes for moves in games of Go rendered by architectural illuminations on Kunsthaus
Graz in Styria.

Go Games for P4P/PoP
Games of Go Evolve Like Blockchains
Stones remain free as long as they are connected to at least one opening on the board by grid lines
between stones of equal color. However one open eye is not enough. Stones of opposite color
could close one open eye and capture all stones that have no connection to any other eye. Hence
clusters need at least two eyes to be safe for the rest of the game. This is quite similar to multiple
confirmations needed in blockchains before transactions are considered final in immutable blocks.
One of the essential differences between Go and blockchains is that respect for immutability of rules
and previous decisions is a convention in Go instead of being enforced by cryptography. Post
quantum crypto analysis might eventually invalidate some of the particular crypto methods currently
in use but there are already blockchains which support alternatives for signatures and various kinds
of hash functions.
Adding voting to Go enables playful competition between larger teams. Their members maintain
consensus about blocks of votes which result in agreement about where to place the next stone. All
stones on the board become the common public current state of the game that combines all previous choices in both of the teams.
This Go example for proof of play builds on native Ethereum consensus for immutability in order to
focus on consensus about initial distribution of supply and governance.

Games of Go Relate to Privacy
Privacy of voting is essential for elections and other important decisions but how votes are counted
must be documented to achieve consensus about results. Similar combinations of privacy and
public visibility can be found in Go where thoughts can be hidden but positions of placed stones are
obviously public. Games of Go which are played by teams have to satisfy similar requirements.
Privacy of voters is possible but votes need documentation and final choices of teams must become
public.
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Privacy of voting is essential for elections and other important decisions but how votes are counted
must be documented to achieve consensus about results. Similar combinations of privacy and
public visibility can be found in Go where thoughts can be hidden but positions of placed stones are
obviously public. Games of Go which are played by teams have to satisfy similar requirements.
Privacy of voters is possible but votes need documentation and final choices of teams must become
public.
Capturing stones is considered less important in Go than bringing areas under control by building
bridges between stones of equal color. These configurations act as boundaries which limit or divide
free areas and may encircle lone stones or might even blind some one-eyed clusters of opposite
color in order to catch and remove them.
Sustainable agreements about where to put limits on privacy might thus be more important than
particular paragraphs of regulation. Games of Go between teams of voters will face similar problems. Negotiation of a common strategies might be difficult without any meeting or conversation.
There will be an out of band channel for private communication around Kunsthaus but the same
problem might be more difficult for societies handling privacy issues.

Market for Play Token PLY
Play offers Ethereum smart contract features which require payment of fees in ETH for moving
tokens between accounts. Play will be listed on exchanges as PLY for Proof of Play adopters.

Supply
A fixed initial supply of Play tokens is generated by participation rewards. Final supply depends on
the number of games played, numbers of players joining teams and voting behavior.
Players might hold Play as a souvenir or because they are convinced of rising demand for proof of
play game events.

Demand
Play tokens will be required to pay for future proof of play events with customized contracts and
interaction designs supporting playful launches and promotions.
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Improvement and Verification for P4P/PoP
Contracts and interfaces will require features and improvements for future projects. Automatic
implementation of game features for compatible blockchains and formal verification [6] of contracts
and interface applications might become possible.
APIs for projects which want to support ‘Tokens for Whatever’ by ‘ Proof of Play’ Go or other games
and events will be the next step in this direction.

Timeline
Proof of Play might be refined to launch and promote blockchain initiatives for lab10 first but looks
forward to your ideas and plans for projects in support of your initiatives and ventures.

Play for Privacy Go Voting Games
An initial genesis representation of Play tokens with ERC20 features is distributed by proof of play
votes in games of Go.
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Voting Rewards
Players join teams and are rewarded for voting about where their next stone will be placed.

Supply Unknown But Fixed
At full capacity about 32 million Play tokens would be created during the Genesis month.
Rewards
3.0 × 108
2.5 × 108
2.0 × 108
1.5 × 108
1.0 × 108
5.0 × 107

Player Rewards
All Rewards
Average
2000

4000

6000

Number of
8000 10 000 Players

Half of them reward votes of players the others tokens are for privacy. At 20 seconds per vote each
player could earn rewards for placing 16200 stones in 90 hours of play on 30 days. 10000 synchronous voters could be accommodated.

Go Genesis Game PLAY Ownership
Voters earn rewards for themselves, rewards for investors that bring funds which can be donated for
privacy, and finally rewards for the project itself.

Investors can deposit funds before the votes start and for some days after voting has finished. Early
deposits count double.
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Players might donate earned tokens for privacy instead of keeping them if they do not want to hold
any tokens or want to support privacy instead.

These donated tokens could be converted later via public exchanges at current market prices for
PLY. This might result in larger amounts of ETh received by privacy initiatives if PLY gets more
valuable over time.
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Play Genesis Game
PLAY adopts Proof of Play to solve its own fixed supply fair genesis distribution problems for privacy
and plans to evolve this approach in a wide spectrum of tokens ventures to include formally verified
interchain functionalities and comfortable privacy features.

Web Interface and Kunsthaus Live Feed
Interfaces for joining a team, voting for moves, reward disposition, transfer of token are online at:
p4p.games ! play.lab10.coop
play4privacy.org ! p4p.lab10.coop
Web cam live feeds showing Go states rendered by BIX lights on Kunsthaus Graz are shown during
Play genesis games.

Cooperative Invitation
Vote for free and learn more about how to make crypto media together.
Join the game, play Go with us!
From September 27th until October 27th.
Daily from 7pm to 10pm CEST.
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Lab10

Lab10 develops a portfolio of projects including Play made mainly by:
Bernhard
David
Didi
Gabriela
Michael
Markus
Thomas1
Thomas10
Wolfgang

Game Research
Web Application Architecture, Full Stack Implementation
Contract, Server, Network
Whitepaper
Whitepaper, Illustration, Prototyping, Specification
Web Design
Project Management, Whitepaper, Airdrop, Kunsthaus Negotiation
Initiation, Kunsthaus Negotiation
Kunsthaus Negotiation, Promotion, Cooperations
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